
Waterproof cases are less important today than they 

once were now that most new iPhones are water-

resistant. An iPhone X can survive exposure to 

humidity, the occasional splash, or even a drop in up 

to a meter of water for half an hour. But if you’d like to 

swim with your phone or take pictures underwater, or 

just want that extra feeling of security against drips, 

splashes, or dunks in bodies of water, you should get 

a waterproof case. The best one we’ve found is Dog 

& Bone’s Wetsuit Impact. It will keep your phone dry 

without drastically affecting how you interact with the 

phone, or how it sounds or shoots photos.

The Wetsuit Impact consists of two clear, plastic 

vertical halves that snap onto the iPhone X. You can choose a case with a black, orange, 

gray, or blue perimeter. Its clear back allows you to see your iPhone’s color, and a rubber 

stopper provides access to the Lightning-connector port. The case adds less than half an 

inch in both length and width to the phone, and is about 50 percent thicker than a naked 

iPhone X. Despite the bulk (which is about the same as that of the competition), the 

phone’s buttons and side switch were still easily usable in our tests. There’s no air gap 

between the clear plastic film and the screen, so the screen is nearly as responsive as 

it is without the case, which is what we’d expect from a good waterproof case. Though 

occasionally the lightest touch might not register, we experienced this only when we 

were intentionally testing for it. The case does cover the phone’s cameras with clear 

plastic, but we detected no obvious quality problems with the photos we took. We could 

still make out music and lyrics just fine, but it sounded a bit muffled, like there was 

something covering the speaker because, well, there was.

Dog & Bone promises IP68 protection, a standard that dictates that a phone should 
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survive full water submersion of more than a meter inside this case. However, the company 

also states that in its own tests, the Wetsuit Impact can actually keep water out in up to 2 

meters of water. The case is also dust-tight, meaning no small particulates can get through 

to your phone (which may be useful in settings such as a construction site). In addition, Dog 

& Bone says the case will protect your phone from drops of up to 2 meters.

We submerged the case in a bucket of water, with a tissue inside, for 30 minutes. The tissue 

will absorb any water that may get in, making it evident if there’s a leak. Our first test 

failed–the tissue was soaked through–but we hadn’t checked that the Lightning-connector-

port cover was properly aligned, which is most likely where water got it in. In our second 

test, the tissue stayed completely dry.

Waterproof case: Flaws but not dealbreakers

Like all waterproof cases we’ve tested, the Wetsuit Impact is bulkier than most traditional 

cases, and though it’s not ugly, we don’t think it looks particularly great. The plastic screen 

cover feels cheap compared with the iPhone’s glass display, but it does help prevent 

scratches. Be prepared to carry a coin to open the case if you plan to switch it on and off; it’s 

easy to bend a nail when forcing the halves apart by hand.

Waterproof cases

Lifeproof is the best known 

name in waterproof cases, 

and the company offers 

the Frē for iPhone X. Its 

dimensions are roughly the 

same as the Dog & Bone 

Wetsuit Impact, and its 

back is opaque with a clear 

window for the Apple logo, 

rather than transparent. 

However, we found touch 

sensitivity a little worse on 

the Lifeproof case: For instance, swiping in the upper right-hand corner repeatedly pulled 

down Notification Center instead of Control Center. The plastic covering the screen also 

causes more prismatic distortion than the Dog & Bone case, meaning there’s a rainbow 

effect that’s especially visible when the background of your screen is white. And the border 

around the iPhone X’s screen notch covers the phone’s ambient light sensor. We didn’t see 

this as a problem during most of our usage, but we did find that it results in the screen 

shutting off during some—but not all—phone calls because it thinks it’s next to your face, and 

you can’t interact with the display until the other party hangs up on you.


